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I. IHIKODUCTIOI 

A. St&teme&t and Scope of Problem 

The objectiv® of this thesis is to present an iterative jaethod for the 

solutioa of resoaaat cavity and wave guide probl«BS involving boundaries of 

arbitrary shape# la the eaguing process of solving for the field configu

ration the eigenvalue associated with the particular mode of interest is 

alflo found. In both the cavity and tmve guide cases the problems will be 

idealised by considering the dielectric material to be homogeneous and 

lossless and the surrounding metallic walls as having infinite conductivity. 

Alsot only closed bounding surfaces will be considered in the cavity 

•problem. 

The resonant cavity and wave guide probl̂ as are considered together 

because of the similarity of the boundary value problems involved in both 

cases. The wave guide problem reduces to one of solving the scalar wave 

e<|uation in two diaeasions subject to certain boundary conditions. In the 

case of the resonant cavity tho vector wave equation must bo solved with 

its associated boundary conditions, 

fh© iterative process to be used, is essentially an extension of 

Pieard's ®ethod of successive approximations. One starts by assuming a 

function which satisfies the boundary conditions of the problem and then 

uses it along with the differential equation to obtain a second function 

which will be closer to the desired solution than the original one. The 
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8«cood om la thma used to obtain a third and so forth until a solution 

within the <i®sir®<l accuracy is oMained. With each iteration one also ob-

taias an approximate value for th® ©igeaTralu® associated with the solution, 

this approximation alao improTes with each st«p, 

Althottgh th® idea of applying the method of successive approximations 

to bouadary-mltt© typ® problesia is not new, th© particular technique used 

her®, which imrolves siaultaaeous sucoessiT© approximations for both the 

@if®afuaetion and eigsafalu® of the problem# ia believed to be novel. 

S, Review of Literature 

fh® sttbject of imv® guides and cavities is of course a classical one 

and lit®rmt«r® coa©@miag it is quite ©xfcensiv®. learly every text dealing 

*ith electrcaagaetic waves coasiders these problems to some extent or other, 

fh© usual procedure is to solve a few case® involving aiaiple geometry and 

let it go at that. There are htwever scam notable exceptions. 

One of these is Slater's "Microwave Electronics" (12) in which the 

atithor approaches th© subject from quite a general viOTrpoint, This is 

probably the laoet ©«prehea»iv® treatment of the general theory of resonant 

cavities available in the form of a text. However, in spite of the general 

approach, there is no hint given as to how on© might go about obtaining a 

nmerical ansi»©r to a problem Involving anything other than the standard 

elementary geometric configurations# 

Stratton's "Eleetrradiagnetic Theory" (IB) ijg also a famous text in this 

field and contains quite a bit of general theory regarding the problem. 
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i®r© again, thoagh, there is no fuggestion as to htm to go about obtaining 

aiffl.®rtcal answers to t.h® general problem. 

Hiile mentioning books on this subjeet one would hardily dare overlook 

th® Kadiatioa laboratory Esries, Particularly pertinent to this subject 

ar® Vol* 10, MarcuTite's "Wave dhiide Handbook" (S) aad Vol. 8, Montgoraery'g 

"Principle® of Microwave Circuits" (6). In addition to this series of 

books there are nwerous other Kadiatlon Laboratory publication® which are 

a«iilabl® to a limited extent* two of these were particularly helpful. 

On© was th© two volume edition of "Motes on MicrowaTOs" by Hansen (2) in 

trtiich the eaTity and mve guide problem® are treated rather thoroughly. 

Also, a lucid treatment of tim Ritg method as applied to these pror̂ lems is 

given here, Th® other was leport 4S-S4, "The Theory of Obstacles in Reso

nant Cavities and Wave Guides" by Schwinger (11). This w«s the source of 

the ideft of usini; a dyadic for a Qrmû s fuoiction in the solution of th« 

vector wave ©quatloa. 

In addition to the above cited references which are of general inter

est, there are others of interest only with regard to certain phases of the 

probl«i. These will be referred to in the body of the thesis as the need 

arises. 
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II. imflEIIATICAI. MCIOEOCIffi 

A. Til® fireen'a Function 

fhe ftr®«a*s fuaction Is «s«jful in much of the following work, so a few 

paragrapki will h® devoted to the subject at this point. This subject is 

discussed in detail in such standard differential eqxiations texts as Inoe 

{3} or Coddisgton and Î sTinson (1), and thej oay be referred to for a more 

thorough treatment of the subject. A little more restricted viewpoiHt, but 

perhaps more fitting for the problem at hand, will be given here. 

h®t f)denote the Sreen's function for the differential system 

Ui = o 

êre L ie m nth order linear differential operator,  ̂is a function 

of and represents the boundary condition eqtmtions involving linear 

eaabinatioas of ̂  and its n«l derivatives evaluated at and yc- h , 

fhis is the saaie notation used ia the above cited references, 

Sext consider the similar but aoi&aaogeneous differential system 

L u = rM 
^ (2)  

17, = o 

where is arbitrary within the interval frtsa to  ̂. One of the 

very useful properties of the 0reen*s function for (l) is that it enables 

on® to write the solution to the corresponding ncajhomogeneous problem (2) 
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lMii@diately a®  ̂

(,) 

As a mutter «f fact oa« might talc© the rather restricted riowpoint of using 

(S) as a fflaatts of defising %hm Sr©©n«8 fimetlon. This approach ia useful 

la determiniag scaae of th« essential properties of this function, 

lith this in mind let L operate on both sides of (S) and note that 

L operates with respect to X' aaal not 'f . fhls along with (2) leads to 

/• t' 
 ̂ (4) 

Lu{/() =- r  ( f )  4 ^  =  r c ^ ?  .  

If, for arbitrary r'CK̂  * above integral is to yield rw, then it eon 

be seen that L- Q jaust be a Dirac delta function, i.e. 

L&f.n) ̂  f) 

thus Gr (as a f met ion of ?c ) must satisfy the homogeneous differential 

equation (1) at ewry point within the interval except inhere %=• § » At 

this point there must be an upward jwip of unity in the n-l derivative of 

5̂ if <S>- is to be a delta function at ̂  = f . 

Also, if ̂  is to satisî  the boundary conditions as specified 

LA = O , then (Ŝ <X, f)«ust also. This can be verified by substitufcing 

the expression for (S) into the boundary condition equations and 

noting that PCf} factors oufe of each term within the integral leaving the 

U .Itb & i. the rol, of g . TKu., .Inc. th. b<»nd«y con-

dition expressions are hcmogeneous, 6̂  isust satisfy them ;just as ̂  does. 
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thm, in suMBinry it can be said timt a Green's function must have the 

follosriag properties s 

1, 6̂ 6̂ 'T; as a fwaction of x must satisfy th® homogeneous 

differential equatioa L&~ except at f . 

E, At 7-̂  S » the n-1 derivative of (S-c-T/©ust have an 

vpws,r4. jtaâ j of unity if L 6̂  is to be a delta fianotion. 

8. ?)mxBt satisfy th® saste boundary eoaditions as 

imposed on  ̂. 

If th® above ar® true, then th® solution of the nonhomogeneous problem (2) 

©an be written by inspection as in (S). 

As mentioned previously the approach to the wave guide and cavity 

problejtts is essentially on© of eactending Pioard's method of successive 

approxiiaatifflBs to apply to these problaias. So a brief resume of the method 

will be given. As in the ease of the (Ireen'a function, a more detailed 

discussion will be found in Ince (5). 

Perhaps th® best way of introducing the laethod would be by means of 

an ©xarapl©. Consider the differential equation 

B. Pi©ard*s Method of Successive Approximtions 

(6 )  

urith th® botmdaiy condition 

(a.y ~ (7) 
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loir Buocessiv© approxisaatioas are formed first assuming any arbitrary 

ewrv® througli the point C<̂ j b) and denoting It d'O . Ihon with 

8ttb®titut@d into th© right aide of (6), the equation raay be integrated 

yielding a new fuaetioa -ssliich will also go through the point b) if the 

©onstant of integration is ©hoB®n properly. Let thii function be denoted 

by , ĉ ) , fhe prooess can then be repeated using rather than in 

th® right side of (6) and a obtained, and so forth, leading to the 

recursion ©xpresBion 

It is known that thia process will converge to the appropriate so-

»rthod no ».rlc th. tnitUl no 

matter hosr auidi this aay differ fro® the oorreet solution, the process 

eonverges, with eaeh integration leadiî  to a function n̂ ich is a little 

closer to the desired result than the preTious one. 

Higher order differential equations can be handled by writing only 

the highest order term on the left side of the equation aiKi all others on 

tJm right. Fro® here on the process is essentially the same as in the 

first order ease Just described. 

TM treatraent of two-poiat boundary-value type problems by this 

Mthod is soraeif̂ t more complicated and is discussed in some detail by 

Picard (9) and also to a lesser extent by Ince (S). As the technique to 

(8)  

(9) 

lution providlî  5"  ̂̂ sufficiently wll behaved, Sote that the 
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b® used her© differs considerably ftro® that of the references cited, there 

is ao aeed to elaborate at this point. 

C. Application to the Sturm-Liouville Problem 

Before going to the wa?® equatioa problems at hand, some insight into 

the acre c<»pl®x problem caa be gained by first cmaidering the corre

sponding '•mr® equation problem ia one dimension. This would be the differ

ential system 

ciq , i 

71-  ̂1 ° 

u, = o 

•where  ̂is the parameter of the system. This is just a special case of 

a more general type of system known as the Sturm-Liouville system. When 

written ia norrnl form® the general equation is 

(7. = o 

î iere  ̂In & pammeter of tiws system. In discussing sowe of the gener

alities to follow it is jiust as easy to deal with the general case (11) as 

the special one of (lO), so this will b© «3one* 

"̂ ee Inoe (S) p. 270 for the transformation leading to this form for 
the differential equation. 
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Qeaerally speaking, aolutions of (11) which will satisfy the boundary 

conditions exist only for discrete values of . These values are called 

th® eigenvalues of the problem and correapoadlî  solutions the eigen-

functlons of th® problm. A great deal of mathematical theory has been 

built up about such functions, and their properties are well known. Again 

such standard texts as lace (S) or Coddlngton and Jjevinaon (l) may be 

referred to for a detailed treatment of the subject. 

In order to apply the method of successive approximations to this 

problem let (11) be written in the form 

u. --  ̂

where the operator L. has been introduced as a matter of convenience and 

is defined as 

L = ~ • (13) 

Also, let (y (ŷ j dBnotB the Oreea's function for the system 

= o (14) 

U- ~ o ' 

The basic idea of the aethod is the same as before. An initial is 

chosen which satisfies the boundary conditions. Then it is substituted 

into the right side of (12) and another function is generated by (12) which 

will be denoted . Hote that superscripts are being used rather than 
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8ttb«eripti as before, this liiould serr© to &Toid acrae confusion with 8ub-

sorifts later oa, aad wk®r0 fuantities are to b® raised to a power thoy 

will b® m&l0S@A in brackets, 

Tlwr® ii a sligfei;' difficulty that arises at this point* however. The 

parameter is not known and thus emmot be found frm (12) until  ̂

is 8p«eifi®d, As' it will 'km e«MW®aiont throughout the iteration proceaa 

to deal with aoraalited function®, eaeh tirae ths differential equation (12) 

is integrated to obtain a now apprtaeisjation, ̂  will be chosen such as to 

normlia® the new funotic®. Thus a different value of will be associ

ated with each successive ê proxijsatioa and these will be denoted with a 

superscript also. It is this feature of the method ̂ ich differs from 

that given in Picard (9) and Ince (S). thus the successive i|>proxi}Bation8 

are generated a® followsi 

1 -It. -»t-/ (15) 

where A » A » *** «tre chosen such as to normalise the resulting  ̂, 

. 
fh© convergence of sucto an iterative process will bo investigated 

aesct. It will b® shomm that as tends to infinity, approaches a 

solution of (12), and at tfĉ  ssaae tii!«9 approaches the corresponding 

eigenvalue of th® problem. 
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Coiasider the first 8t®p of the iteratiw process •- that of obtaining 

' • From (IS) Cj' oaa b® written explicitly as  ̂, From (IS) ̂  

I A ̂  

(16) 

•efeer® /\ is ohoaen stwh as to make aorfflalinod, i, 

^1° i 

j ~ ' ' 
(17) 

th® initial fmction ̂  is also normalized of course. How in order to 

find out sometliing about the nature of , let ^ (?) and G-(y-/in 

(16) be expanded by aeane of a generalised Fourier aeries as follows! 

- CL,cf̂ ,(î ) i- â cf̂ ĉs) -+••'• o-̂ cp̂ î ) -f - - -

(19) 

•stier® , *?̂  * * * * ®ig®».function8 aasociated with the 

problem, and the coefficients and giren by 

~ { U C€J (20) 

<5U 

h 
(21) = f GiA, %) <t-t 

fhen substituting (18) and (10) into (16) and taking advantage of the 

orthonormal propeartie® of the eigenfunctions , one obtains for  ̂
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= - a' ^  • • • ]  .  (23) 

Biit obtained in terms of CO by remefflbering that <̂  

is a solution of the differential eqmtion 

L % - - (23) 

1/ - O o 

•wher®  ̂̂ i®aot@0 th© ©igeavaluo associated with , fhus with the 

aid of th® §re®n'8 fuaetioa the solutioa (p can be written as 
k 

y 

<^^Cx) ~ ~}^^^GCK,q)4>^^c?) dt , (24) 

CompariE® (21) aad (24) it caa be seen that 

^(x) = - — ^ (2J) 

( 

and thus ̂  ©an be written as 

=  7 , h ^ ' "  ^  

(26) 

Hc « .o»p.re. th, .xp.^.d .xp„..lon for m -ItU tHat 
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o 
 ̂(18), the ©ffecst of the iteration process can be seen. In going from 

to ths valws of the hî er order "hanaonics" haTe each been re

duced by a factor of '̂̂ with respect to the "fundsnMHital.'' Here the 

tewas harmonic and fundaanental ar© used ia the same generalised sense as 

the term Fourier series. As the eigeniralues have been arranged in as

cending order, this ratio is always less than unity. The equations re« 

^ / 3 X 
latiag  ̂to  ̂, and  ̂ forth are similar to those re-

lating ' md  ̂° , so it can be said that the higher harmonics are 

reduced with respect to the fundteental by a factor of nith each step 

in the process. Clearly then« in the limit only the fundamental will re-

M«dn, Or, if the fundamental is not present in , the process will 

conTsrg® to the lowest order term idaich is present. 

least consider the limiting valtis of /I , the factor used to normalize 

each of 1di@ successive approxiwtions, Assuiae for purposes of illustration 

that all of th® teww of the expansion of  ̂''are sero up to the term. 

That i« „ the c th term is the lowest one present. Then for large 

But  ̂can also be written in teras of  ̂ by neans of the recursion 

forwtla 

CL. 

h 

- ̂  {(j ckctj j-i 
(se) 
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low from (E4) 
b 

JG' cL% — ~k. (29) 

therefor®, e€»Mning (27), (E8) and (29) yields 

or 

A ^ 

fhut it is seen that the itor»ali8lng factor tends towards the eigenralius 

eorrespoadiag to the partieular eigenfunction oMained by iteration. 

It is also of interest to aote that  ̂approaches P\̂  monotoni-

oally frtm abow. For th® sate of siâ lieity thia will be demonstrated 

for tii® case of . A more general proof could follow along similar 

 ̂be written in expanded form as follows t 

•X- / J = ^ 9t + (!1) 

I , .  ̂ ' /7 r=> 
% - - ̂  j ^ ii) <S-9 

Wext, th® noiwliissd valwes of ly 'and W may be written 

(32) 

b 
2, /n-

r > 
'J ~ k K 

(SS) 

cu 
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CL, ^ 
 ̂

ajad th®a r©ealli»g that th« aoramliaed Talties of both and must 

h@ aaltj, th® fthem ©xpr««sioaa aay be set equal with the result 

'-H ~1 ^ / ^ ,  / i  i  
I _ ^ 4- . (56) 

This ratio ii almys greater than unity because  ̂̂ < 

Thus the approcKimte imlue for the eigen'ralue is alirays larger than the 

eorrect value. Also, as the higher harmonies { t *** ) decrease 

as beetwes larger, it ©an be smn that this ratio approaches unity 

getting closer with each iterative step. 

It has thus been shown that any of th® eigenfunctions and corre

sponding eigenvalues for the general Sturm-Liouville problem can be ob

tained by this aethod. Om starts by assuming an initial satisfying 

^̂  and the U' 

X 
to obtain a  ̂, and so forth until the desired accuracy is obtained. 

O 
Sormally, if  ̂has l̂ «n chosen in an arbitrary jjiaaner, one would expect 

the fundamntal and all harmonic ter»s to be present is the expansion. 

Ihis being the case tim process would converge to the fundamental eigen-

funetion , Once this has been determined the fundamental ccaaponent 

^ o 
of  ̂can be subtracted out of ̂  and a new initial function obtained 

which contains no fundamental. This can then be used to find  ̂, and 

the boundary conditions and then uses this to obtain a h' ̂ and the ''̂  
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tha promas repeated to find , and ao forth, Ih® magnitude of the 

0 
fuadsraental ten present in H can be obtained from the usual expression 

for the co®ffi«sieatB of a Fourier series, i.e. 

h 

u%> J>: . (55 J 

CL 

k similar expression may be written for the other ceaponents. 

Before going on to an esnmple scissthing mî t be said about the rate 

at Tshich this proeess eoaferges. lothing of a general nature has been 

developed on this point. However, SOB® feel for the rate of convergence 

aay be had observing the factor by which each of the higher order terms 

is reduced relative to the fmdaroental with each step of the process. For 

exaapl®, •sfeen obtaining the fundaiaental the  ̂th order harasonic term is 

reduced by a factor of "̂ ŵith each step, Ihus if the eigenvalues of 

the problem are widely separated, one would expect rather rapid convergence. 

On the other hand if two of the eigenvalues are close together, say and 

for example, then one would expect slow convergence as the second term 

would only be modified by the ratio with each iterative step. 
/ 

D. Harmonic £<|uation Example 

Ihe example chosen is rather trivial in that an analytical solution 

is readily available. However, it should serve to illustrate the method 

aM is analogous to the two-disensional wave equation problem enooimtered 
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later. Th® difforeiitial ay stem to b® coasid®r«d is 

cL\ 

fW =o 

^ CrT) = o . 

The nomlizod sot of oigenftinctioos for this problem will be recognized 

m /-§: ACti. y. , i/A 7.x 0 dy^^ix, , and the corresponding 
I' ^ \l rr t fT 

©ig®avalu®« l» 4, $, ••• . 

the difforeatial equation of (S7) cmi b@ written in the form 

Z_ ^ ~ ̂  ̂  

ii^ere L. denotes the simple operator first step will be to 

obtain th® Sreen's fwaetion f««r the corresponding hoiaogeneous problem 

z _ ^  

- o 

^ irr) — o . 

this is well ioEiown®' md i« given toy 

C^, ~ ~rr ^ ) X = § 

.  T C ^ f  .  

(39) 

(40) 

®A general expresaioa for th® Sreen's function for a second order 
system is giiren in Ince (S) p, 287, 
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Isat ̂  funetiott imst be ftssiMed Kfcicii will satisfy the boundaiy ecm-

ditions. As a natter of oonvenienee a rwtaxifular fimetion as shown in 

Fig. 1 will be used for . This ftmetion is disoontinuous at o and 

/r* * bist this 1*111 not present a serious problaa as all operations on ̂ ' 

imrolve integration rather than differentiation. 

low '̂ is obtained fro» the equation 

^ .r 

m̂ re A ohosen such as to normalise « HornAlly, in a more eoia-

plex problem one would have to perform the integration numerically, SaW" 

ever, in this ease was purposely ohosen sueh that (41) oould be inte

grated readily* A similar equation applies for obtaining ^̂ fr«B , 

The initial functlm and the first two sueoesslTe approximations are 

sketehed in Fig* 1* The function close to tlw exact solution 

% as to »ak® them indistin̂ ishable in the sketch. Also, 

these fuaetions and th® -raXues of A and A asre tabulated in fable 1. 

It can b® seen that In this case a relatively good approadmation is ob-

o 
talned in just ture steps, even though the initial function  ̂is a poor 

approximation* lotioe that the error in the eigenvalue is less than 1 per 

©ent. This-rather rapid coavergenee is due to the relatively wide sepa

ration of fr« the other eigenvalues of the problwa. 

Another sootê at sijuilar exioiple involving the harmonic equation is 

th© differential system 
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~ 1/^ 

Vr 

*> ( 

Fig, 1 Sketch of and 

Table 1. Equations for Suocessire Approziaations 

O \fjf 

/ 

Z 

CX= 

3 . o y  ^  ̂ ' - 1 = )  / .  /  /  
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/d̂  w ^ /. oc o 
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X 
(42) 

Co) =. o 

<:L ifT) — O 

wtoer® th® prisswi deaotas th® deriTative, this problem is analogous to a 

mv® equatioii problam ®aoo«nt©r®d later in which the normal derivative 

rather thaa th® fmetioa itself is set equal to sero on the boundary. It 

aight appear at first glance that the procedure for solving this problem 

would be the same as that used in the previous example. It is not, 

though, beeaus® the Green's fimetioa for the corresponding hcmiogeneous 

problem in this ease. 

does not esdst. fhis is due to the faet that (45) has an eigenvalue at 

the origin, this is to say that the hoaogeneous system of (43) is com

patible and adttits a noatrivial solution, na»ly a constant, which satisfies 

the boundary conditions and the continuity requirements at every point 

witî in the interval. One would expect to encounter difficulty in suoh a 

case. 

(48) 

CfT) - O 

One my of obviating the difficulty is to add and subtract 

the differential equation and then regroup terms as followst 
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I dtx 

lAmre 

^ ^ (44) 

j\ = ?\ - 6 . 

Mm a Sr®eB*8 function will ©xist for tJie system 

+  S u  -  o  
(f 

(rr) = o 

(4i) 

''c<7J — (9 (46) 

f 

and ©a® eaa proeeed as before witb ̂  as the paraiaeter of the problem. 

Oace the elgeaTalues A-, , hare been determined, then the corre

sponding CKaes in the original problem ean be obtained fr<m (46). 

the constant S wmj be chosen to be any convenient -value exeept the 

eigenmlttes of tli@ original problem, êse values must be avoided or the 

sy8t«tt of (46) would beeoae eoapatlble and the original difficulty would 

arise again. Hoiseirer, there is nothing to prevent choosing S "to h® 

infinitesimally small, and in this ease some simplification results. 

Briefly, without going into the details of the solution, the Oreen's 

function ftsr ssall S approaches 

^  I V - f  
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l0b® that coa«i«ts of a eeastaat t®m plus a variable one, 

and as S approaches zero the constant term approaches infinity. This, 

howeTer, presents no difficulty if th® initial '̂'function is chosen such 

that it has no ©oastaat component, Ehien th© only significant part of the 

Sr®en*s fmction is th® variable part nfeich is not dependent upon  ̂* 

Ito re.ultlng .IgonfuMtlon. of th. probLm ar. (/| ^ . 

' rr 

IhxiB, even though the 8r©®a*s function for the original problem does 

not exist, the problem can still be solved by adding and subtracting a 

term in the differential equation such that a new problem is formed which 

does not have an eigenvalue at «ero. 
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A. lathematlcal Formulation of the Problem 

At this point a resum of classical wave guide theory will be pre

sented, Of necessity, the presentation must be brief, and the reader i» 

referred to on® of the many texts on the subject for a aore detailed 

treatment. ®i® approach used here will be essentially the same as that 

given in Slater {12), 

Th® aB«isiiption will be laade fro» the beginning that the walls of the 

guide are perfectly eoadttetiag, and that ita interior i« filled with a 

lossless homogeneous dielectric mterial. 3̂  oross-seotional shape of 

the bowxdinf surfaee of the guide way be arbitrary a« shown in Fig. 2, 

and the coordinate system will be chosen with the z axis in the longi

tudinal direction. 

6 

Fig. 2 Coordinate Systea for Wave Guide 
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ffee fi®M nithin thia guide must satisfy laxsrell*® eqiuatioiiB, the 

divergsne® relationships and the botiadary condition liated. 

TT ;)x ' "  1 ~  ̂  ̂  ( « )  
V K X = e  ̂  

<7C 

V ̂  8 ~ O 

S/ - K  ̂c -

(49) 

BOTOdary eonditioait 

n  ̂5  ̂o 

Yl X yC — o j ^ (bo) 

where 7l denotes th© mit norml veetor along C , and £ and denote 

functions Of 7.̂ .̂  ̂   ̂, and r at this point. If ti»e dependence 

of th® form is aseiraied, Maxnell̂ s equations become 

Y X E: = - J MJ /X f/ 

V x / /  ;=; J c a j 6 ^  (®1 )  

Dteer® . , t 

5 e 

= Ayc^,y,3)e^ , {B2) 

fakia® the omtI of both aides of (51) and combining the two yields 
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V X V H-  ̂o J 

aad if V" /E and V * // ar© both Eero th® aboTe ©guatlona becoae 

M -i- ~ o 

-/- H — o . (54) 

fh®8© ar® the vector mv® egmtlojis.. 

Pwther, if the wave i,» asswed to propagate in the direotioa« 

the  ̂ depeadeaee ii of th© forai C • and the mve equations then 

beeoae 

Kfcere 

B' ̂ lz\ E' =. o 

V///" -h klH' ̂  C 

~  S  J ^  

H  ̂  ^  

V/ -

kr ~ Ir̂  H-

(55) 

~ (56) 

(67) 

(68) 

At this poinfe it will be eoweaieot to resolve /E'̂ aad //'in terms of 
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traasT0r0® and longitudinal ocmipotiaats. Let 

(69) 

nsfeeif̂   ̂deaotes the unit vector in the ̂  direction and Ê f. and S ̂ 

denofe© th© transirers© and longitudinal eî onents of E rospectiiroly. 

fl» priM® fe&ir® boon dreppad at this point, but this should eause no coa-

fusioa if ©a® vmsmksBVB that the rdsolution did not take plaee until after 

the  ̂depeadenoe had been reraoftred. 

low, if the efuatimis of (§@} are substituted in the ware equations 

of (SS) the following efuationa result. 

In eaoh equation the tems in parentheses are at right angles to eaeh 

-t kl£L̂ ) -h ^ M = ° 

(60) 

other, and therefore both terms laust be sero. Thus Ê  and raust 

•satisfy the soalor wave equations 

v/ £ + " 
(61) 

Also, by substituting the equations of (SS) into Maxwell's equations 

and, after considerable algebraic nnipulation, one can obtain the trans-
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mree eomponsixtai of th@ field in terms of the longitudiiml ooâ ponents as 

follow®. 

lAer® aad >̂  are th# "free spftc#" phase shift eonstant and wave im-

psdaae© reapeetiwly, i.e. 

r:̂  ^ggj 

\--  ̂  • (..) 
Kqmtions (S2) ar® particularly ai|;nifica»t. From them it can be seen 

that oaee and H-. have been detewaiaed, the field within the guide is 
d } 

©csapletely specified. Usually two separate cases ar© considered, one where 

£j = O th, ,̂ h.r̂ .r. //̂  = o . tctan any 8en,r.l prop.g.tl,« 

field can he represented as a superposition of the tw oases. The ease of 

«ero i® called the transverse electric or TS mode and the zero 

case the transverse mgnetic or fM mode. 

The problem has now been reduced to one of finding and « both 

of •whieh imst satisfy th® sealar imv® egimtion. The boundary condition for 

*̂ Se# larao and Ihinnery {10)pp., S44-354 or Slater (12) pp» 6-8 
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E.-̂  Is obvio«8, as is tangent to the surface of a perfect conductor 

at tl» boundary aM thm imst be zero along . The corresponding re-

lationihip for is not so obvloue because * being parallel to the 

bounding surface» satisfies the original h' H — o requirement, The 

ansimr lies in equations {@2) for the transverse ocHapmients iî ich mtat also 

satisfy the 1^x^=0 ̂ jiji Tt- // = o requirements. It can be Been 

fr« (82) that if H-̂  has a normal derivative at the boundary, E.̂  will 

have a tangential caaapoaent there irtiioh would violate the E: ~ o 

requirement, fhus the nor»l derivative of muat be aero along C • 

As yet, nothing has been said about the aero divergence criteria. The 

laer® fact that th® fields satisiy the wave equation does not insure sero 

divergence for E and H • Soswver, in this ease the equations for the 

transverse cmpoaeat® of the field wre derived from Maxwell's equations. 

This is sufficient to make div £ and dlv// sero, as each is the curl of 

another vector and the divergence of tl:» curl of a vector is identically 

«®ro. 

In siffimary, the wave guide problem reduces to two separate boimdary 

value problems I 

1. fS ease 

O  
(65) 

c 

o (66) 

C . 

r=L O (yn-

2. ftf case 

V E  + k^E = 

o-fx 
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Solution# to th® abov® equations exist only for diserets values of he * 

which in g®a@ral are not th® »b»® for both eases* of course. These values 

of are quit© laportaat in mv© guide work as they, alosag with the 

frequency, deteiwiae the propagatisig oharaeteristies of the system. In 

th® followliig seetion aa iterative aethod for finding these allowable 

values of and ths associated solutions will be presented. 

B. Solution by Sueeessive Approximations 

1. The general ease 

It will now be shown that the wave equations of the previous section 

©an he solved, at least in principle, by the method of successive approxi

mations. The procedure to be used here will be sintilar to that used in 

section II, and while discussing the generalities of the method both oases 

will be considered simultaneously, the differential system to be solved 

is of the fors 

Cm̂  G 
 ̂ - O 

where is now understood to be the two diiaensional Itaplacian operator* 

this problem wi*tti  ̂ discussed in souse detail by Slater (12), and it 

is shown ther® that the solutions fona an orthogonal set *toich can be used 

for the expansion of any arbitrary function 'î ich satisfies the boundary 
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©ondlti«*. The addition of the  ̂ t«m will not invalidat® any 

of this theory, fhis can h© 8®ea by recalling the procedure used for 

showing that the soiutioas are orthogonal. If <5̂  ̂ and are any two 

aoadegenerat® soltttiooi e©rr«8ponding to ̂  and ^̂ then 

V -t - ̂ 2  ̂• 

lultiplylag th® first by <5̂  «tnd th® saco&d <7̂  and oubtraetiug yields 

=• O. (6J) 

lotic© that th® term® iaTolviag  ̂©aacel. low, if l̂ e equation is inte

grated mnv the erose-seetional area# And the two-dimensional form of 

Sreen*# fonatila is weed to transform the first term to a line integral 

around C , it ean be seen fr<M this and the boundary conditions 

and are orthogonal. Inclusion of the ̂  teiw in (67) is necessary, 

as th© sfffl® trouble islll be encountered here as before with regard to the 

existence of a Sreen's function in th® case of the ~ ̂  boiantery 

coaditi'Wi. 

Heturaing to th® original problem, it will be assumed that  ̂is 

sueh that there is no eigewralue at th® origin and that the solutions are 

*the restriction that the arbitrary function isust satisfy the boundary 
conditioa is not a necessary one. However, by laakiî  this restriction, the 
question of continuity at the boundary is aToided. 
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adadegeaerat®, i»e« a different eigenralu© will b© associated with each 

®igo»£uactio». First let equation (6T) b© Kwltten in th© form 

(69) 

aad let ̂   ̂  ̂j  ̂ Qreea's fuaetlon for the Byatem 

[si^~ ̂ ]<^ = o 

(70) 
}- . 

= o ( 
9 77 

cf> - O 

2̂  _  ̂C 
-__L_ _ C? 

As b®for@, th® suocessiT® approartaatloiis <p' t, <̂ »̂ *** will bo formed 

front the differential ©ijmtioas 

[  v^- ^  

(Tl) 

irtior® %M the initial fuactioa ehoaea ouch as to satisfy the boioidary 

ooBditims* 

low th® solution for ' ©an b« written in terms of the Sreen's 

funetion as 

c p a , ^ }  ~  ~ j  i  ^ n )  ( g ^ y t )  J - §  d y i ^  ( y g j  

where the integration is oirer the oros8*8ectional area S . Both 
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aad eaa be ©xpaoded in terms of the ©igsnfunctiosiB of (67) as follows s 

X) ̂  a, 7t) -i- ~h - • • 

^ • • • (74) 

-f- - • -

«li®r®  ̂ nomftlized eigenftmctions of (67) and ca  ̂

®®d ar© given by 

- J1 (75) 

5̂ 

Tlwn, sttbstitufeiag the ©xpaiaddd forms for and ̂  into (72) ajid 

takiiag adraatage of tii® orfehonormal propertias » '̂  » ••• leads to 

Cp'Ĉ ,!̂ ) - - }\ -I-' - Y- • - • J (77) 

3ow®T®r, th® ©ig®nfuaction U/ eaa b® -written ia integral equation form 
T/VK 

as 

~ ~ f,h) oCfJn. . 

It can be seen hy esapariag (76) and (78) that 
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aad substituting this lato (77) giT@» 

the argmeats with regard to ©onvergenc© are tlvs same here an in th® 

oa®«dim®a8ioml cas© previottsly analysed. As a matter of fact the whole 

derivation is ©«sentially the saK©, except that th® one-dimensional 

ftmctions of th® StunB»l.iouvill© problfsa have been replaced with two-di-

moasional oa®s. fh© whole aatter of extending the theory to th® two-

dia@naioiml case hinges upon th® validity of ©jqpanding a function in terms 

of the eigenfuactiottB of th® problw®. lo formal justification of this will 

be given here, liowsivsr, the probleiB has been investigated rather thoroughly 

by fitohmarflh (14), and h® states that such an expan.8ioii is valid, at 

least for th© cp - o boundary condition case. 

2, Greea'8 functions for the W aad fE cases 

It has been shown in principle at least, that the wave equation can be 

solved fey the roethod of succeesive approxijaations. However, before the 

method can b® applied the Sreea's fuoction for the problem at hand must be 

detersined, and tiiis is usually not an easy saatter. In a sense, a diffi

cult problea, that of solving the wave equation, has merely been traded 
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for m. almost equally difficult ome, that of finding the Sreen'a functioJi. 

A® th® fM cas© is the ®or© straightforward of th® two, it will be con

sidered first. 

la the H case £ must be zero on the bomdary, thus tm (Sreen's 

fmetion for a differoatiEl systea of the form 

VV = O 

— O C-

maat b@ fouad, this Green's fmctioa is relatively well known and is 

discussed in Hiillips (8) end other texts dealing with potential theory. 

Howiver, the approach used h®re will differ sasMiwhat frcm that of Phillips 

and will b® ©ssentially the same as that us®d before in section II, The 

solution of the ©quation 
 ̂  ̂ 1 C7 

V ̂  ~ ~ 7\ (82) 

has been written in the form 

Thi® will b® considered th« defining equation for j y >0 , i.e. 

& must b® such that (8$) will be tru®. If on® operates on both sides of 

{8S) with it can b® s®©n that S]̂ (̂  must have the properties of a 

delta function just as in th® on@-'dlra@n8ional case. Thus must satisfy 

th© hcmog®neou0 equation (81) and tii® bomdary conditions except at the 

point ( • At this point it must be such that the integral of 
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oir«i* & gaall area iaeludiaag the point will be unity. Eecalling a little 

electrostatic theory, it em be seea that the potential due to a fine 

lia® of charge at ( >\̂  (and ta® associated induced charge on the oon~ 

duetiag boundary, of course) is jiust the type of function needed. This 

funetion satisfies Laplace's equation except at Ĉ jyi), is aero on the 

bouMaiy and i# tuch that the integral of over a small region in-

clmdiag C ĵ ^k) 1» a constant. It only remain# to find the linear charge 

density required to aake this integral unity. 

Conaider a eyliadrical surface of infinitesiaal radius  ̂» of unit 

length and coaxial with respect to the fine line of charge at • 

The potential in this region will l>e approximately that due to the line 

of charge and is given 

jr -f- (84) 
 ̂ :irrs 

where V is the distance from the point to and is 

the charge per unit length in the IKS systeEi of units, then V̂ (!̂  is 

given % 

= - -ils T • (sa) 

the surface integral of this over one end of the cylinder, which is of 

interest here, i® the saiae as tJw -rolusie integral because of the unit 

length of the cylinder. Shis volime integral can then be transformed to 

a surface integral using the divergence theorem and the result is 
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J.5 - III-  ̂(r 

Thus Q laust equal - 6 and Q bectaaes in the neighborhood 

of ( f, >i) . 

the Green's function for the TE case ( ~ O on C ) i« not 

quite so obvious as th&t of the fl! caa® Just described. The same problem 

i® encountered here as in the example of section II. The Sreen's function 

for the syste® 

v"" ̂  ~ O 

1^=0 ^  c 
^ >t 

does not exist because the systea is c«»apatitale, i.e. <P « constant is a 

perfectly satisfactory nontrivial solution, at least in the aathejaatical 

sense of the word, fhus the probleia »ust be modified. Let $<̂  be added 

aad subtracted to ti» original equation and terms regrouped ae followsi 

S]̂ cp •+ 6 4̂  - - ̂  (88) 

34̂   ̂ — O 0~K. 
3 >r 

•afeor® 
A. - <5̂  . 

lew a arson's function will exist for the homogeneous problem 
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V^4> ~h - O 
(89) 

d  Y l  
O o-n. O 

providing  ̂is not «tn eigenTalxis of the problem. 

Her®, a« b®for®, so®® simplification of the problem results fran 

chooBisâ  S iafinitesimally Bmall, This being the case, the Green's 

funotioa must satisiy the hemogeneous differential equation (89) within 

the region S except at the point C x̂,] , Recalling the similar 

problem of section II, one would expect the  ̂G- terra of (89) (with Or 

substituted for <̂  ) to approach a constant as  ̂goes to eero. This 

will be assuaed at this point, and it t̂ ill be shown that a fimction com

patible with this aesuaption and all of the other requirements of a Green's 

function can be found# Although not absolutely necessary the function will 

be described in terms of electrostatics in order to provide a physical 

picture for better imderstandiag. 

The Sreen's function will be fabricated in four steps beginning at 

the point » At this point it must ha-re the usual delta function 

properties, and thus this calls for a fine line of charge of - 6 coulombs 

per meter at point as in the previous case* Then, if the 

term in (89) is to be a constant, a uniform charge density must exist 

within the region  ̂as (89) is ̂ Just Poisson's equation. Also, as the 

norn»l derivative of O" is to b® mro on the bomdary, there can b© no 

electrostatic flux ifflpiagiî  on C- . Thus by Gauss' law the total dis

tributed charge must b® equal and opposite to that of the fine line at 
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,yi) • TMs, aloag with knowing that the charge is distributed uni

formly, ®nabl®8 one to find the charge density. 

So far, the potential fimction will satisfy the differential equation 

(80) and will have the appropriate delta function properties at C >t) » 
but it will not satisfy the boundary conditions. Therefore, a fimction 

aatisfyiag lAplace's equation within C and haring a normal derivative 

on 0 opposite to that of the potential due to the fine lino and dis

tributed charges wust be found and added in order to satisfy the boundary 

conditioae. Ihis constitutes the Seumann problem or the second boundary 

value problem of potential theory, and such a function can be foimd within 

a coaataat®-. The physical distribution of charges giving rise to such a 

function is a double layer of charges on the boundarŷ . Finally, a constant 

term must be added which approaches infinity as S goes to zero. This is 

necessary to make the ̂  ̂ terra equal to the distributed charge density 

constant. 

Thus the fiaal potential function is a superposition of the potential 

due toi 

1, k fin© line of negative charge at ( 

Z, ttnlfonaly distributed positive charge within C 

3. Double layer of charge on C 

4. A constant term approachiâ  Infinity as § goes 

to zero. 

% detailed explanation of this problem can be found in Phillips (8) 
p. 170. 

discussion of this can also be found in Phillips (8) p. 140. 
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It can be seen that if the initial  ̂has no constant tern, then the 

eonstant term of th© Green's function is of no importanee and can be 

emitted, this is an i»portant point| choosing S infinitesimelly small 

j O  
certainly does not siisplify matters unless cp is chosen such as to hare 

tto constant term, 

S. CoBiwnts en the praotioal aspects of the method and degeneracy 

In studying th® theory just discussed one is iinmediately struck with 

the iuraensity of th® task of finding the Sreen*8 function for the general 

problem. If one were to do this by means of som numerical process, the 

first step would probably be to subdiviite the region within C into many 

smaller ones and proceed on an incraanental basis. The electrostatic 

problems arising from placing a fine line of charge in each of the incre

mental regions »ust be solved, and this gives rise to as many separate 

electrostatic problems as there are Incremental regions, fach of these 

problems would, in tum, have to be solved by some sort of numerical 

process. And further, all of this must be done before the iterative 

process oim even be begun* At this point all of this may seem a little 

hopeless as a practical means of obtaining a solution, at least without 

the aid of a computer. However, there is a possibility that some short 

cuts can b® used by approaching the problem frtsa a little different view

point, and this will be discussed in a later section. 

Also, the possibility of degeneracy in solutions has been carefully 

avoided up to this polat. Degeneracy occurs when two or more independent 
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solutions haTe the sem eigenvalues, «m4 tnis usually happens when there 

is some sort of syHsaetry to the bounding curw 0 . An example of thia 

would be the ease where is a square. Here the BW and Mmn raodee 

have identical eigenvalues. This problem of degenerate solutions is dis

cussed with regard to vibrating membraae problems in Weinstock (15), and, 

as the same equations apply in both the wave guide and membrane problems, 

the theory applies here. Weinstock shows that the nuaiber of solutions 

having the same eigenvalue must bo finite, and further that linear combi

nations of these can be formed in such a way -̂ at these combinations are 

orthogonal with respect to each other (and the other eigenfunctions, of 

course). 

the question now arises as to how degeneracy ®ia;ht affect the method 

of successive approximations just described. Once it has been established 

that linear combinations of the degenerate modes can be formed which are 

orthogonal, then it can be safely concluded that the eigenfimction ex

pansions used in proving convergence are still valid in the degenerate 

case. lothing then will be affected except the final conclusions. It 

will be recalled that the method was deduced to converge to the lowest 

order »od©, say  ̂, because each of the higher order ones, say , 

was reduced by a factor of relative to with each step of the 

iterative process, low if this lowest order mode is a doublet for example, 

then both of these tersrs would remain in the saa® ratio with respect to 

each other, the others go to sero in the limit. Thus, the method 

would converge to a norBialized linear conibination of the two with their 
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// ° 

ratio b®in.g th® assss as in the original assumed  ̂ftmction. The eigen-

irnlu© obtaiaed would b® correct but th® two resulting modes are inseparable 

using this method. 

this is not Burprisiag, as oae aight expect scmething like this to 

occur regardless of the isethod U8®d, siac® the way in which linear c«nbi-

natioas are formed does not lead to a unique set of orthogonal combi

nations . Certainly the same thing holds tru© for the Ritz method •where 

the technique depends on th© lainiaal properties of the eigenfunctions. 

That is, any normalized linear C€»bination of degenerate modes has the 

Bam© oinimal property as any other linear combination. 

On® further cement might be made at this point with regard to ex

tending the »thod to th© three-dimensional differential equation 

VV + ~ ° • (90) 

this equation is of considerable iapertaace in aathematical physics. As 

-mil as being of interest in classical physics, it will be recognised as 

th® famous Schrodiager equation of quantum mechanics. All of the theory 

just discussed will apply equally well to this equation after making a few 

modifications to account for three independent variables rather than two, 

Th© modifications are rather obvious and will not be pursued further. 
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If. fUE EESOMIT CA¥IfY 

A. (I@i3ieral Keieftrks 

th® 8ssm® assuaption® with regard to perfectly conducting walls and 

hcmogeneous loisless dielectric material will be made here as in the wave 

guide problem. It has been ahoisn previously that if time dependence of 

th® form (S is asswsed, ?&xw©ll's equatioaa take on. the form 

V x / E "  

y K fT  ̂'e 

•where both £ aad H are fuaetions of X , ̂  and . In addition, the 

field must satisfy the aero divergence relatioaahips and the boundary 

©oaditions, i.e. 

^ ' 1 = ^  (»2) 

V- /-/  ̂o 

K G ~ O ^ (9S) 

 ̂. H  ̂ o J 

isfeer# S ie th® closed boundary surface. These equations define the 

problem, asrid if an ̂  and H can be found widch will satisfy these 

eqmtions, that is all that is required. It might be pointed out that for 

the purpoees of this problem, the zero divergence equations are superfluous 
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ia that they follow 4ir®ctly from Maxwell's aquations, i.e. both JE and 

/y ar© th® o«rl of a vector aa4 thus their divergance is zero. 

If til© curl of both sides of (§1) is taken and the equations oranbined, 

th© result i» 

V x v x  S ~ B — o 

^ S7 X. H — ^ (94) 

where 

^ . (gg) 

Further, if El and H have ssero divergenoe the expressions of (94) can 

be written as 

E -f- iê B - o 

~h H - o . (96) 

fhese are the vector wave equations. low the question arises, -wtiich set 

of equations «iiould b® solved, (94) or (96), or does it make any difference? 

An attempt will be laad® to aasiwr this questicai. 

Consider (94) first. If the divergence of both sides is takcm, it can 

b® seen that V* E and V- H are both zero, and therefore any E and 

satisfying (94) must also satisfy the sero divergence conditioaa and thus 

lastwell's equations. Also, only one of the equations must be solved, say 

th© E sqtiatioa, as th© expression for the other will follow directly 

from Maxwell's eqmtions. therefore, the problem reduces to solving 

differential equation 
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SI X X7  ̂ ~ ̂  
(97) 

y\ x. E ~ o o-î  s  ̂

and aay E. s&tisfyiag this will to® a satisfactory solution of the 

problem. 

i®xt coasidter (96), «ay the £. equation in particular. Taking the 

divergesee of both sides yields 

v - ^  -  V '  S J ' - E  

 ̂ L (98) 

= -i- v-[vv-£ J 

iMoh is not identically «ero. thus, simply 

Teetor tot© equation 

V ' - E - f -  I t s  =  

yi X B - o 

finding a solvit ion of the 

O 

 ̂̂ (99) 

is not sufficient for sol'ring the problem. As a matter of fact solutions 

of (99) will definitely not satisfy Itowell's equations unless they also 

satisfy the sero diTsrgence eriterion. 

fher® is a siropl® eicample of this. Consider the function <f> which 

satisfies th® scalar wr© equation 
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 ̂ a — (D S . 

Then the gradleat ojf  ̂will satisfy th® rector wave eqmtlon (99) and the 

teouodary conditioa for E: . fhis can h® verified by direct substitution 

in th® vector mvo equation as follows. 

- - V > c v x v < ^  - J - v C V -

zz V (V V -f-k:̂ <p) ~ o . 

But V * Is just ~ k.̂ 4> from (100) and thus cannot satisfy the 

xero divergence criterion, as "̂ waa tacitly assumed to be a nontrivial 

solution of (100)» 

At this point it might not seem worthwhile to deal with the vector 

wave equation (99) rather than that of (§7) which will always give a valid 

solution to the problem# lowever, this sero divergence difficulty with 

the wave equation can be eircuMvented in a rather obvious way. Assuiae a 

solution can be found for the general equation 

>i X /q = o cry^ S 

which is not simply the gradient of a scalar function. Then S/ x-  ̂is 

also a solution of the same equation. This can be shown by direct substi-
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tutiott as follows I 

C K A ) + ^  ̂̂  ) 

- _ v x v > ^ t v x / ^ ;  - H V V - ( V X ^ ) +  k"- Cs/X A ) 

—  ( - V ^ v x 4  

V X ( V^/^ -VV-^ -^ ^^/? j 

=:.S7X CV^/4 

- O . 

Also, if /) 8atisfi@8 the n̂ A ~o eon<iitioii on the boiindary, then 

VX/} aniet satisfy th« k )̂=.o  bouadary conditi««i as v x/̂  i» at 

right angles to . thus Vx A would b® a perfectly satisfactory 

Boltttion for th© aagnetic field becawse it haa zero divergence and aatia-

fie« the m.re equation and the proper boundary condition. And further, 

Vx (vx/1 ) would be a aatisfactory solution for the electric field 

(modified ̂  a ©oaatant, of course), therefore, even thoiigh /\ itself is 

not a valid solution to the problem, valid ones can be obtained from it 

by a Bismple matter of the curl operetioa, la all of this discussion it is 

necessary that A not be the gradient of a scalar or V x would be 

identically sero. 

la passing, one night think that the saxae thing could be accmplished 

by resolving /\ into its solenoidal and irrotational components*. This 

*Se« either Fhillips (8) p. 187 or Page (7) p. 46 for a discussion of 
resolving vector ftmctions into their solenoidal and irrotational components. 
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is a rather iatereatiag m&nm of inTestigation, but not very fruitful as 

far as this problem is ooneeraed. It can be shown that if /J satisfies 

th® veotor •mve equation, then both the solenoidal and irrotational ccan-

pO3B0Bt8 of A will also satisfy it# loweirer, if A satisfies the 

\ A = o bo«B<iary condition, then the soleaoldal eonqponent of /) will 

satisfy neither the boundary condition for ̂  or H , and so is not a 

valid solution for the problem at hand. One cannot help biit think that 

there should foe som boundary condition which might be placed on ̂  nrhich 

would gi're th® appropriate one for the solenoidal ctaaponent of /f , but 

th© solution is not obvious. 

By this tiae on® might wonder why all the concern about which differ

ential equation should be solved. Why not just solve (97) rather than the 

wave eqmtion and be done with Itt Jhe answer to this is that the vector 

wave equation is usually easier to deal with than the other expression, 

fhis is especially trw -Hfeen rectangular coordinates are used, as V ̂  

operating on a vector is simply the Laplacian operator operating on each 

CM̂ onent of the vector separately. Thus the vector wave equation reduces 

to three scalar wave equations. 

Before proceedlî  to the problem of the vector Green's function, it 

might be well to menti<» sorae of the properties of soluticms of the vector 

wave equation̂ . A® aiight be expected solutions exist only for discrete 

values ot k , and these values  ̂determine the resonant frequency 

*A detailed treatment of this subject will be found in Slater (12) 
p. 57. 
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associated with each of the different modes aceordiug to the equation 

•«̂ «r© -f̂  is the resoaant frsqueaey in cycles per second. Also, the 

solutions are orthogonal in th® senee that 

J  
V 

fV <,0,, 

v̂ x r=r 
Ĥ ' H.̂  cUr - (104) 

Degeneracy can occiir. but here again linear combinations of the degenerate 

solutions ean be formed which will be orthogonal. All in all, the so

lutions are quit® similar to those of the scalar ware equation, except for 

being -rectors rather than scalars. 

B, The Sreen's Fmction for the Problem 

Before discussing th® Iteratiw process as applied to the vector wave 

equation, the matter of a suitable Sreen's fmction for the problenj will be 

investigated. Th® general approach will be the same as before. Consider a 

vector equatim of the form 

\\ K = <s> (105) 

 ̂ — O cn̂  
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isfe®r® K is an arbitrary fmotion of  ̂and  ̂, Either of the two 

boWBidftry eoaditionB may b® applied in the discussion which follows, but 

not both simultaneously, of eourae. A 0reea*8 function must be found Buoh 

that A Bay be nrritten as 

— I R  C%x,^ )  M  (106) 

®̂re Ct m.f b® thoû t of for the time being as some sort of operator 

such as to aato the above eqmtioa true. 

Consider sow the possible nature of the operator O . If one operates 

on the rî t side of (106) with the result must be Just /̂  , At first 

glance it appears that could be the scalar potential d\ie to a point 

charge at Ĵ as encountered before, as operating on it would 

have the appropriate delta fmotion properties at . However, 

this leads to an iŝ ossible situation wildi regard to the boundary conditions 

on . As a mtter of fact ̂  cannot be any scalar function, this can 

be seen by letting A' be a midirectioiial vector, fhen according to (106) 

/4 aust be in the saae direction, and the boundary conditions would be 

violated. Thus the possibility of using a scalar function for is 

completely ruled out. 

lext consider the possibility of using a vector function for O , 

this being the case, operatiiig on ̂  must result in a vector, and thus 

dotting Gr into  ̂is ruled out. If one tries crossing G- into  ̂, 

the result will always be at right angles to and this possibility is 
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also ©liMmted. To get arouad this diffiowlty on® eould coneeivably de-

fin© a B»w form of veetor product, tout this did not prove to be fruitful 

as far as the author is eonoomed* 

th® next 8t@p up the ladder as far as complexity of functions is 

concerned, is a dyadic or second order tensor*. This appears to be the 

answer as one can define the components of the dyadic in siajh a way that 

(lot) will be true. Some of the preTious concepts of Green's ftmctions 

will have to be modified slightly, but most of the basic ideas will remain 

the same. At this point, in order to keep the notation frcm becoodng tin* 

wieldy, let the coordinates of tlî e poiirfc '̂ j '̂ )  ̂denoted by just 

'>̂ 1 and those of (1/ by . then the Sreen's function will be 

written as ̂ 9 Cy-c  , fc. ) î ere the double bar indicates a "double rector" 

or dyadic. 

low (106) can be written as 

^CX,) = • (loT) 

Also, let ̂  and  ̂be written in coaspcaient fom as 

For purposes of this probl̂  a dyadic and tensor are one and the same 
thing* fh@ difference is one of notation, and as the dyadic notation fits 
in better with th© standard wctor notation than does the tensor notation, 
the term dyadic will be used throughout. 
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^ "̂jj' f̂  

~t-^3,ki^ + '^Jx.kj + 

/ e - i 7 ^ + ' ^ j  + ^ ~^ • 

f hen G ' ̂ would be 

G - i ^  -  P ' J  ^ 3 , f e ) » ^  

-^ (^f2 t + ̂iZ J -h ̂  3Z^ ) 

+ (  ̂ j -t- ̂ 33̂  ) ̂ 

low this mtist 1>® such that 

jv'-<:&-/?) ^ , 

(108) 

(109) 

(110) 

r®iB®aittb®rl3Qg that oporate* with reapeet to the spae« coordinates y-i 

Rod th® lat®gratloa ia with respect to . Xh© quantity ( G- ' ̂) 

can h© i«ritt®a as 

= C^^C7,)yi -f- ^2. 
^ (111) 

wfaer® 

(2j- ^ r + gz, J + ̂ 3, 

 ̂ĉ ,̂ L -f Jf3z (U2) 

' 33 
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In order for ̂  to be a suitable Sreea's fimctioa each of the terms in 

parentheses of (111) must haw raagaltudi© properties of a delta function 

aad wctor sens® in the 7̂  »  ̂ sad directions respectively for the 

three terms, this l̂ iag the case the integral of (111) would then yield 

as it should, the expressions for the vector potential due to point 

currents at in each of the x , and  ̂directions are just the 

type of functitms needed here. Thus in the neighborhood of 

(S/ i~/rr  ̂  ̂ '̂ /rr > 3̂  ̂nr (113) 

where r is the distance ttmn. to X; . 

However, ̂ il® these vector functions have the appropriate properties 

in the neighborhood of , they do not at the boimdsry. Thus, each must 

have added to it another vector function satisfying = <? within S 

and such that <9, , , and Oj will satisfy the appropriate boundary 

condition, fhat is, 3̂ satisiy the boundary 

condition >t-/4 = o ©r depending on which case is being con

sidered, These added functions might be thought of as due to induced 

eurrents on the boundary, althoxî h the jsagnetio analogy requires a little 

imagination. The problem is very similar to that encoimtered in the 

electrostatic case where induced charges on the boundary are necessary in 

order to satisfy the bowidary coadition. In general the problem of finding 

the regtilred ewreat distribution is not an easy one. Hcfwever, that such 

a solution should exist, for <S> say, seems reasonable, as each of the 

separate components of is juBt a Diriehlet problem in itself̂ , 

"""See Hiillips (8) p. 165 for a discussion of the Dirichlet problem. 
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It might be pointed out ia passing that the term Oreen's function as 

used her© means semething altogether different than tho tern as used by 

Stratton (IS). Strattoa ©onsiders th® reetor Green's function to be any 

suitable veetor ftmctioa which, along with th® veotor form of Green's 

theorem, will enable rax® to integrate directly the vector equation 

S! K sj K A ~ yu J. (114) 

Sere th® term Sreen's function is used in the saiae sense as in Schwinger's 

report on th® theory of obstacles in wave guides and caidties (11), al

though it is not the same identical function, the author is, however, 

indebted to Schwinger for the idea of using a (î dic Green's fiaiction for 

the vector problem. 

6, Method of Successive Approximations Applied to 
Vector Wave Iquatioa 

la the resonant cavity probleia on® may solve for either the electric 

or aagneti© field, and then obtain the other by taking the curl of the one 

for which a soltxtion has already been found. The electric field has been 

chosen to demonstrate the method, but as far as the method of successive 

approsEiaations is concerned there is no particular advantage in working 

with on® over the other, fhe electric field must satisfy the equation 

E -t ^ = (9 

^ K E — O cm ^ (116) 
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asad the zero divergsac® ©riterion. How®Ter, as haa bean shown previously, 

the zero diverĝ ae® criterion Is not a serious matter, as the correct 

magnetic field will still b© given by V X ̂  even if E- does not have 

sero divergence. 

As before, the iterative process begins by assuming scaae vector 

function ĥieh satisfies the boundary conditions, and then obtaining 

fr« it a new approximtioa frc» the equation 

(116) 

then is used to obtain , and so forth. 

In order to show that this process will converge to a solution of 

the original problem, certain vector functions roust be expanded in terms 

of a suitable set of orthogonal fmctions. No proof will be given here 

for th® validity of such an expaasicm, and Slater (12) may be referred to 

for a more thorough treatment of the subject. Briefly, Slater shows that 

the eigenfunctions of both th® E aasd H field problems form infinite 

sets of orthogonal functions, either of iifeich may be used for expanding 

an arbitrary solenoid function satisfying certain not too stringent conti

nuity requirements, Ihe only advantage of using one sot over the other 

wotild li© in the rate of convergence of th® expansion. However, if th® 

function to be axpanded has both solenoidal and irrotational components, 

then caother infinite set of orthogonal irrotational functions must be 

added to the solenoidal set in order to have a cosaplete set for the ex

pansion. Such an irrotational set can be obtained 1:̂  taking the gradient 

of each of th® eigenfunctions of the scalar wave equation problem 
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<)-7l -5̂  

Tto.©»® v©otor fimctioas are orthogonal aot oaly idth respect to theraselves, 

but also tliOs@ of the $oleiioMal 8#t. 

Eetwiiing to th© origiaal problem, the solution of (116) oan b© 

wittsa ia the form 

E'(.x-) = - A J (S mg) 

©̂r® h hms besa repl&eed with th® parameter A In order to avoid 

eonfusloa about superseript®. low, at this point it will b© convenient to 

group the terms ot ia a little different way than was done in the 

previous section.. There, each column of the saatrix was thought of 

as constituting a vector and these were denoted <S, , . 

Her© the terras will be grouped in, rows rather than columns, i.e. will 

be written as 

•where 

X + ̂ „ k  

Y J/
 

+ ̂ Z5 k 

I - ^3/ ' + JkS 

(120) 
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Then 

G • ^  (Z 'e- ;  + T ^ V- +-  I (Z-S ' ;  ,  ( isd 

low, the integral c£ this vector function i« integral of each tenn 

separately, so at this poiat ®aoh of the terms in parentheses will be ex

panded ̂  means of the orthogonal functions just mentioned. Before doing 

this, however, it might be pointed out that the rector components IXI » 

V and  ̂of the %adio ̂  do not, in general, satisfy the boundary 

conditions of th® probleK, nor do they have any particular physical in

terpretation. However, this does not prevent an expansion in terms of 

f met ion® which do satisfy th® boundary conditicsis. There exists an 

analogy in the case of an ordinary Fourier series ®3q>i!insion of an arbitrary 

function "Within the interval from to . The arbitrary function does 

not have to satisfy th® same boundary conditions as in order for 

a valid expansion in terms of to exist within the interval. 

the orthogonal sets of functions to be used here will be defined as 

follows. Let , ••• b© the solenoidal eigenfunctions associated 

with th® problem 

^ -f- A ^ ^ 

 ̂̂ O (122) 

and , ••• th© irrotational ones obtained by taking the gradi

ent of the ©igenfuacticaas of th® scalar equation 
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-t-

In general the ©Igenvaluea of (12E) aro different from those of (12S). 

Then E" ̂ 'X. , Y , md 2 can be written in expanded form a« 

- e-, $,C^) + 

+ < (-to + -h - • • 

i- ic",c7i^)  ̂(fj + • - • 

Y ~ <^,(K-J  (̂fj - i -  i -  • • •  

~h Ĉ J -f- (K.O ' • • 

+ -f- 5̂ (Y,) S^cro~h •' ' 

where th© coefficients are giren by 

<f. 

^ -

r £•"(:<;.) - $Jf,) Jf, 
V 

=• J ^f. 

(125) 
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then 

^ o j^C,y,LYc) ~h -^ - ' • e/ X/ck,; -f x^<x,; + . • • J 

(126) 

 ̂j \_ '̂  ̂ •̂  • • • <2̂  (xj -f- <ŝ  j/ + -' • J 

But (p is a sol«rtiioii of 

V̂ !Ẑ  + 
(127) 

m- d  th®r®fore m n  be writtea as 

^ (128) 

=- + jfy-f^ '^'ifi f„ 

1/ (̂/ v̂ • 

low, substituting trm. (128) into (128) gires 

-̂jt. 1̂  ̂  X-»< j  ̂̂'vt ̂  . (129) 

SMLrXy, elm be m-ltt.n a. 
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<. •- j * n-l (ISO) 

Ttos, growping together the colimas of (126) and using (129) and (ISO) 

leads to 

O' B" cL^i ~ ~  — +  —  * 5 ^  - f -
L A .  '  A R  

V 

~h ̂  ̂ ~h SJz. cS -̂  . . . 1 

and finally, the eappressioa for jE' Is 

£ '  =  -  a '  & - E °  1 ^ 1  

~h 

(ISl) 

(132) 

tiM> line of reaaoniî  fr« here oa is the same as in the previous case 

of the aealar wave efuation. Ihe process will ooaverge to the eigen-

funetion with the lowest eigenvalue. Aiqr hî er order mode can be found by 

first finding all of the modes below the one of interest and then elimi* 

nating them from the Initial  ̂̂ fimetion. Then the iterative process 
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wuld coisrerg# to th® mod® of interest. It is interesting to note that if 

A. I i« less than , the ©igenfuaetion  ̂will be obtained. This 

is of no t'alue in the resonant cavity problem as it is irrotational. How

ever, if E'̂  is ©hosea such that it is solenoidal, then all of the 

terae vanish from (1S2) and a soleaoldal solution is assured, fhus, there 

would be quite an advantage in initially choosing a solenoid function for 

E° . 

Again on® cannot hel|i but be impressed with the tremendous amount of 

work Tsfeich would be involved if on® were to try to use this technique to 

obtain numerical results for a specific proble®. However, even though the 

method will never be used as such, it is nice to know that it does con

verge, and souse of th© basic ideas will be carried over into a modification 

of this method which is taken up in the next section. 
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T. MODIFICATION OF MSIIOD SUCl AS TO AVOID 
THl SIllH'S POTCflOM PROBLEM 

A ,  Direct Integration Approach 

1. Ramarka on gol«teioa of Poissoa'c egaatioa 

In the preTious saetions a great deal of use has been made of the 

dreen*s function concept* fhis was primarily a matter of eonrenlence in 

pro-ring some generalities regarding eonvergenee of the isethod and not a 

natter of absolute necessity* A direct integration approach may be used. 

For exaffl̂ l®, consider the familiar differential system 

Instead of witing the solution in tems of the Green's function as 

one could integrate (ISS) directly and use the boundary conditions to de> 

teraine the constants of integration. Ihe resulting solution should, of 

course, be the sa^ as that obtained from (1S4). 

A someKThat analogous approach exists for the scalar wave equation 

problem. It will be recalled that each of the iterative steps of the 

(138) 

(1S4) 
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Method Just desoribed Iwrolrea the eolutioa of an eqtiation of the form 

vV = -  r  

4> - O -j (156) 

^ ̂ ^ 

isthere is a k n m n  fustetioa of position* this «ill be recognized as 

Poiseon's ê uatiixa, and if i« coniidered to be a three dimensional 

operator for the time being, the solution may be written in the form̂  

(156) 

where  ̂is the distance between the point and the differ

ential element of integration, fhis solution is obtained with the aid of 

areen's formula, and the process is soMtimes referred to as direct inte

gration of Poisson'i equation. 

lach of the terms in (136) has an electrostatic interpretation, fhe 

first term is independent of the bouMary conditions and might be thought 

of as the potential at point charge distribution of 

density ̂  within the region. The second term represents an induced 

®See Lass (4) p. 155. 
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on the boimdary, and it ssust be such that ̂  will satiofy the 

boimdstry oonditioaa. If either '̂P or is specified on. S * this 

is iufficieat (along with  ̂) to d®t®mii» within ̂  For example, 

if i8 *ero on $ , then 

<P ̂  ik-\ ̂  in-{^ (157) 

i/ s 

or if V<̂  • dS ia aero tm. S t  ̂i« given by 

The surface integral tem of (187) will b® reoognized as the potential due 

to Induced ehsrge on a perfectly condueting boundary, and the corresponding 

term in equation (158) ean be thov̂ ht of as the potential due to a double 

layer of eharge on tiM» boundary. 

In both eases* however, it should be noted that hae not been 

written explicitly as a function of . Rather, <p has merely been 

written in integral equation form, because either <p or ia involved 

in the surface integral term, Thua, strictly speaking, the differential 

equation has not been solved but Just transformed to integral equation form. 

*fhis follows directly fr®K the first and second boundary value 
problems of potential theory (Dirichlet and Neunann problems). See 
Phillips (8) pp. 165-m, 
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2, fwo»dla©3agioa&l ease 

The sol«tlo» of the two-dlmensioaal foria of Polsson's equation ia not 

quite as ih®11 known as th® three dimeaBional one, so it will b© derived. 

It is th© for» directly applicahl® to ths wave guide problems of interest. 

Consider 0reea*8 formtla as applied to the Tolwae betiveen the small oy-
/ 

lindrieal surfaee and the outer surface and of unit length as 

shown in Fig. 5. Sreen's foraula states that 

nrhere V is the Tolune betireen ̂  and c. and ;5̂  is the surfaee 

enolosing tiiis volume. 

fig. S Section of 0uide of Unit Length 

Mow let 

Potential function of interest 

— It 
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î er© V is tfe© di«t&ace from the lia® at (̂ ) to any point within V , 

Then if 

^ 

and 
° ^ 

3r®®n*s formula ̂ eemms 

T— r c/v ^ f V C" J -Xy^ r V J . <^s 

\' s 
(140) 

-h ̂  V ( -f- -yl^vi ir V • J^s 

t: 

lote that the integral oT®r the end pieces is eero because there is no 

variatitm in the longitudinal directiem, fhe latter term of (140) can bo 

/ 

e7aluated if the radius of the surface  ̂is assumed aiaall. Letting the 

radius he « and remembering tAs is directed inward in this case, the 

terms of the integral reduce to 

{<pS7(~J^r)'d.S r=. <p ̂  zq-S ~ '2, 

' J5 = \M<S\\7,n'S\ o S o 

, . ^ 
One ha# only to write )̂{z/r̂ ) the form / and differ-

ZfT S 

entiate numerator and denominator to see that this will approach zero as 

S approaches ®ero. thus can now be written as 

- I^r ~ V(-Jnt-) -t V<^]' d5 
V 
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Ai the «eoti«m coasid©r«d is of vm.it length aad there is no variation in 

the direction, the volme and surface integrals of (141) can be replaced 

with fittrface and line integrals reapectirely. The resulting expression for 

5̂  ia 

<pCic,p ~  —  ^  P J ~  cfx^ / X u .  r  J • c L t  J 
(142) 

mfaere <// Indicates the differential eleosent of contour C  with a vectcr 

sense normal to ̂  and directed outward« and S is the cross-sectional 

area of the guide, thus, (142) is the two diraeasional counterpart of (136), 

and the same electrostatic interpretation of each of the terras applies here 

also. 

S. Modification of the iterative procedure 

MetwaiJag to the original problem, the iterative process for solving 

tJw wave guide problem involves solving the e(|uatioa 

 ̂̂  - A  ̂ (143) 

Where is the two-diioensioaal Î placian operator. Using (142) the 

, 'T? 
expression for <p can be written as 

+JC')cir-^r- r) • 

It has been shown previously that the obtained by this procedure will 
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eonrerg® to the lowest order eig®nfunction eontained in . However, 

<p̂  csmnot b© obtained directly from (144) because it appears within the 

line integral term. For large ̂  , though, cp''̂ ~' and  ̂̂ 

This leads one to wonder if it might not be poasibl® to use in 

the line integral term rather than <P̂ , After all, <p̂  is only an ap-

proadaatioa to the eigeafuaction of the problem. Replacing <p with 

<p^ ' %n (144) will not lead to the same as given in the original 

equation, but the difference should become smaller and smaller as 

becoa»B large, providing, of course, that the procedure converges. As the 

two method® are similar for large ̂  , the «ai!» arguments regarding speed 

of convergence and degeneracy previously discussed should carry over 

directly. 

The advantage of this modification should be obvious. One has only 

to evaluate integrals of known functions this way, whereas in the original 

seheiaê  an integral equation had to be solved with each step. Showing that 

this modified procedure will converge is not a simple matter, and nothing 

general was developed along this line* As a poor substitute the method was 

tried on a rectangular wave guide example and it seemed to converge as 

expected. This example, along with the details of the method, follows in 

the nesrt section. 

B. leetangular Wave Guide Example 

Examples which are not coopletely trivial, and yet simple enough to 

work with Just the aid of a slide rule and desk calculator, are not very 
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nmrnrom* Ih® problem finally ehosen was that of tho TM mod® eae© for a 

square wave guide. fUs problem has enough symmetry to be workable with 

a reasonable aaouat of effort« and yet is extreioe ia the sense that the 

boimding eurre ims sharp corners* These adrantageŝ  along with the fact 

that an exact solution is available for ccmparison* make it en ideal 

example for experimenting with the siodified aethod* 

For the IM ease <p (ifî ieh is being used in place of ) must be 

sero on the bomdary. Thus (144) reduces to 

#s <s 

3' 
wi*®**® at: refers to the normal derivative directed inward. Ihe terras 

dK 

have been grouped ia such a wa.y that A can be factored out in front of 

the nftiole expression. At this poiat in tho line integral term of 

rf.-'  ̂
(148) will be replaced with "̂ b̂ie final recursion formula 

 ̂ cLs IT IM/ 1 (146) 
S c 

n̂ ere /\ will be chosen such as to normalize the resulting <p as before. 

For cmputational purposes the region ̂  was divided into 100 incre

mental squares. This seemed to be a reasonable comprtmlse between the 

desired accuracy and the amount of work involved. The purpose of the 
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sxaapl® wag not to find a pr«ci8e solution to the problem, but rather to 

get s<m« idea as to whether or aot the process would converge. As a 

Blatter of eoKvenience the increaeabal area isreis chosen to be unity and thus 

, ̂  
making the -whole square 10 by 10 mits. Due to syaawtry the 7alue of 

had to be determined only in the IS squares shown nuabered in Fig. 4. For 

identification purposes each square was ntaabered beginning vrith one in the 

upper left comer. 

/ n 3 4 s-

iZ 13 IS-

Li Z4 2.S 

54 3S 

4ir 

Fig. 4 luaatoering Scheme for Inerejaental Squares 

la order to sijŝ lify the calculations the function ims assumed to be 

constant throû out each ijoterr&l, and center to center distances were used 

in the terms, fhis is the equivalent of saying that the effect of 

the distribufeed charge Kfithin the boundary can be replaced with 100 fine 

lines of charge« one at the center of each unit square, and that the in* 
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dtieed charge can be replaced with forty fia© lines diatributed at unit 

interrals along the boundiag curre . There were two exceptions to 

this rule, howewr. Xn eomputiing the ooisponent of potential at a point due 

to charge within that srate region, obviously another approach must be used. 

It ms decided to consider the equivalent effect of a circular region of 

unit area ̂ ich can be computed readily. Also, in finding the effect of 

the induced charge on the boundary on the potential in im adjacent square, 

0.6 unit wag thought to be a better approximation than 0.5 for the equiva

lent distance from one side to the center of the square. 

A pyreaaii shaped function with its peak at the center of the square 

was chosen for the initial function. This was a convenient function 

to begin with because it can be normalized easily and has constant slope 

everywhere along the edge nirhich jsakes the induced effects easy to compute. 

In addition a value for A had to be assumed before the | j 

could be evaluated. Ihis involved a little thought. If one expects the 

resultant potential function to be approximately zero on the boundary, 

there should be about as much induced charg® on the boundary as distributed 

charge within the region, thus one criterion for choosing )\ would be to 

aak® it such that the su® of all th® terms will equal the sum of the 

^ ) Ml t®m«, fhi« criterion would be worthless« however, in 

evaluating some of the higher order Bodes where the total induced charge is 

zero. 

toother my to choose  ̂would be to use the approximate eigenvalue 
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corrsspoading to <P>'' as given by the Sltz laethod. It eaa be shown that 

th® pre8®!̂  probl®» can b® fomulatsd in a variational way, and one of the 

renults is that the eigenvalue /\ is the fflinimua of the function 

cp that®^ 

r Jts — / -
Thus an approxiaate r&lm of A Bay be associated with each approximate 

©igenfunetion in acoordane® with this surface integral. For example the 

,o 
A correEponding to would be given by 

=J [cf;/ - m'rj 
and for th® particular chosen for this exax̂ le A works out to bo 

0.340. this value also makes th® total induced charge approximately eqiial 

to til© charge within , so it was used ftar the initial value of  ̂. 

fh® correct nomalised solution for the problem is 

ny J, 

tr'-
and the corresponding eigenvalue is ̂  or about 0.197. This solution may 

be verified by referring to any standard text on wav® guid® theory. 

®̂ See Weinstock (16) p. 164 
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tli© iterativ® process wa.8 carried Idirough two atepa, aad the results 

are tabulated in fable 2. the correct values listed in the table were 

eompiited from (148). Only the Talues for tl̂  16 sqmres noted in Fig. 4 

are given, m th© others can b® obtained frm the aymnetry of the problem. 

fable 2. Results of two Iter attire Steps 

Coordinate* cp" Cp' cp"- Correct Talue 

1 ,024 -.004 .000 .005 
2 ,024 .016 .013 .014 
S .004 .027 .Ĉ 6 .022 
4 .024 ,040 .036 .C08 
i .048 .038 .031 

12 .074 .041 .041 .041 
IS .074 .064 .066 .064 
14 .074 .084 .083 .081 
1§ .074 .oes .096 .090 
2S .128 .101 .101 .100 

24 .123 .124 .122 .126 
2S .123 .158 .140 .140 
34 .172 .1S6 .167 .169 
U .172 .172 .174 .176 
4& .222 ,191 .192 .196 

*Humberix̂  seheM for iner<mental squares is giv«a 
in Fig. 4. 

fable 3 shows the approximate eigenvalues obtained with eaeh step and the 

correct value for coiaparison. lote that is within about 2.6 per cent 

of the correct value, which ie, perhaps, about as close as might be escpected 

for the rather coarse incremental method used. 
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tabl® S, SiMJoesaiTe Approxljaatioaa for A 

0.240 

0.184 

0.192 

A (eorraet) .... 0.197 

the final reaaltB for are alto shown graphically in Pig. 5 along 

with the initial <p'' ourres. fh® solid cunrea show the value of the 

fmotion <t>̂  for five erosŝ seotional cuts, one throiigh eaeh tier be-

ginaing with the outside row of squares. Bie dotted curves represent the 

eorreapoadiDig initial 4̂ " funetiea. In b«th cases curves are plotted 

only for one quadrant of the square ̂ e&use of the symstry. It can be 

seen that after two iterative steps the curves are begiaaing to look like 

sine fuaetions* 

G. Conclusions and Ixtensioa to Cavity Probl«Bi 

One eaimet oc»elude anything very general just on the basis of the 

results of one esM̂ le. However, it certainly appears that the technique 

could b© applied to other similar problems with the hoaiogeneous boundary 

condition on ̂  . lor does there appear to bo any reason irtiy the method 

should not work just as well for the zero normal derivative boundary con-
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Z O  

10 

o 
3 4 b Z  / 

Fig# 5 Cross Secticms of •p^ emd <p\ 
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ditiou ViBittg the modified version is not q\dte as routine as the 

origiBRl scheM though, as one mist use a little judgeaent in choosing the 

proper oMbination of slope and A in the first few steps in order to make 

the indueed and direct charge terns sum to zero, for example in the pre

ceding problem the slope of <p' was diffietilt to determine because of the 

coarse resolvttion, and so tta« sero total charge criterion was used to help 

determine the slope of . 

Finding the higher order solutions might prove to be difficult using 

this modified approach. It will be recalled that in the original scheine, 

/ <7 

absence of any particular node in the initial <P also insured the absence 

of that »ode in each of the successive approxiaations. thus one could ob* 

tain the second order solution, say, by using an initial function not con

taining the fundaamtal. However, this is not so with the modified version 

of the jMthod. ê fundamental might show up in even though not 

present in cf> because of the approximtions made in the equation for 4̂ ' . 

It would appear that the only nmy to insure convergence on the second order 

solution would be to remove the fundamental component from each successive 

approximation. Hiis could be done, in principle at least, if the funda

mental ware "kmrn, but it would involve a considerable amount of work. 

With regard to exteiÊ iĉ  the method to the resonant cavity problem, it 

can be shown that the vector equation 

'S/ X V  ̂  ̂ (149) 

can be integrated (in the same sense of the word as in the case of Poisson's 
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©qutttion), and th® result is® 

r 
S  

Vm 7̂  C-? ̂  /\J 

P 

- I A j X vi-j:} J.5 - j(yi-/^ )^{~r) 

5 4  -(150) 

Ser® again /\ has sot b®®a solved for esEplieltly but i« merely given in 

integral equation form. In the cavity problem the recursion formula en

countered is* 

e:^ ^ A ^ > (151) 

and the solution for S.̂  may be witten using (ISO). Here, as before, 

£B'̂ ~' and )\ ~ for large . Thus one night think 

that there is a possibility of doing something similar here to that of the 

previous ease. lo attempt was made to irork any escamples along this line, 

80 this is merely suggested as a possibility. 

"̂ See Stratton (15) p. 250, 

*A8 long as H ̂ is solenoidal ̂ K 'Q Ei — -
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